Climate Protection
at Companies – Paths
and Adding Value
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Baseline assessment: Where do I
currently stand? Where am I headed?
myclimate will support you in laying the foundation for sustainable business success. To
do that, we will conduct a baseline assessment with you. We will calculate your carbon
footprint, analyse your current programs and sit down with you to discuss the legal and
competitive environment and the risks that climate change poses to your business model.

Walk
this
Way

YOUR COMPANY

Companies can take effective action to combat
climate change. They have many paths to choose from.
Follow these paths and find out where you can add
the most value for yourself and the climate – from
standalone measures to a holistic strategic approach.

That’s where
you can have
an impact!

Baseline assessment
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Setting goals and analysing opportunities:
Where do you want to head? How far do you
want to go, and how quickly?
Together, we will discuss the areas where you can maximise your environmental
impact over the short, medium and long term, and what methods to use. We will
advise you on setting your goals and focusing on certain stakeholders. With our help,
you can select anything from standalone approaches to a fully integrated strategy.
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To publicise your climate protection efforts, we will gladly help
you communicate with external stakeholders such as your
customers or the media. You can establish yourself as a good
corporate citizen in your immediate community by visibly
contributing to local projects.
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Defining potential for reductions
and supporting the process

Local myclimate «Cause We Care»
implementations
Sponsoring
educational projects
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Adding concrete value for your company,
your employees and the market

For your customers

Impress your customers with your effective, credible
climate protection efforts. You can also give your
customers the ability to actively do something good
for the climate with myclimate’s help. Supporting
local climate protection efforts with myclimate educational projects only strengthens your positioning
as a sustainable company.

You’ve defined the areas of your organisation where integrated climate
protection can have an impact. Which route have you chosen? More
efficiency and CO₂ reduction in process management, more climate-friendly
products and services, your market positioning, training your employees
to be internal sustainability ambassadors – or everything together?

Your employees
st

Climate protection communication
at the point of sale
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Progress tracking
We document your progress and accomplishments using our experts and
automated web-based tools. We individualise this data for your reporting
and prepare them for reports using international standards such as GRI or
for your commitment to the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi).

Supported by
Sample Ltd.

Actively involve your employees in your sustainability
strategy – from trainees to senior management. Choose
among various services as an attractive employer and
harness your internal knowledge base for the greatest
possible impact, identification and motivation.
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Communication or educational partnerships

Trainees

Climate input, Company Challenge,
Energy and Climate Laboratories

Support for myclimate educational projects
such as Energy and Climate Pioneers, Jobs
for Future or Shape Your Trip

Management

Team

Strateagy workshops, adopting a climate
strategy, corporate volunteering

20 % of your emissions
reduced in a year. You’re
making great progress.

Integrate the myclimate calculators
for final customers

At your company and in your processes

Employee workshops,
corporate volunteering

You receive a detailed report on the CO₂ emissions in your
processes and at your sites. We will then use this information
to identify specific actions you can take so you can start
your reduction journey.

Benchmarking

Certificate

In your product

We will analyse your products’ CO₂ emissions and resource use
together with you. With this information in hand, you can then
find ways to make your product portfolio more climate friendly.
If you choose to offset the emissions, you will receive the
myclimate label to place on your product and use in your
communications

CO₂ management with
myclimate smart3
myclimate Calculate
software solution

CO₂
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Offset unavoidable emissions
with carbon offset projects
Offsetting your CO₂ emissions effectively contributes to climate protection. You will
be making valuable, measurable contributions to achieving international climate
targets and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). That is good for the climate,
the environment, local populations, your company’s positioning and, last but not
least, a good fit for your corporate social responsibility stance.

Optimierung

Climate-neutral company

– CO₂
CO₂ reduction plans
Resource efficiency consulting

Climate-neutral products

Electric and hybrid buses

Benchmark analyses

Solar and wind energy

In your value chain

Instead of external projects, you can also invest in your value chain to offset or
reduce your CO₂ emissions. Voluntarily gain experience with tomorrow’s climate
protection tools today through insetting and internal carbon pricing.

Industry solutions

myclimate provides custom programs and action
packages for certain industries – from the «Cause
We Care» myclimate initiative for tourism to our
solutions for the hospitality sector, retailers, large
events or the printing industry.
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Do you want to learn more about myclimate’s services
for companies? Contact us sales@myclimate.org

myclimate.org

